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General Studies 6GS02/01
Introduction.
It is pleasing to report that candidates performed more strongly on this paper than when it was ﬁrst
offered in January 2009. Clearly, as teachers and centres have become more familiar with this speciﬁcation,
conﬁdence has grown and most candidates have been well prepared to meet the challenges presented by
the paper. Three ways in which a signiﬁcant proportion of candidates could still improve their scores would
be to
1.

make sure they answered all the Section A questions, even adopting a ‘best guess’ approach if they do
not know an answer for certain multiple choice questions

2.

spend more time practicing questions about thinking and analytical skills - facts, opinions, types of
argument, strengths of evidence, etc (as outlined in pp5-8 of the Student Book) and

3.

plan their time more carefully so they can concentrate on Section C questions which carry about 45%
of the total marks for the paper.
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Questions 1-20
Questions 1-20 are multiple choice and the answer key can be found in the mark scheme. Statistical data
relating to the questions is available on ResultsPlus.

Question 21
Most candidates had no difﬁculty in calculating the answer of 1,500.

Question 22
Few candidates had any difﬁculty in calculating the answer of 7,000.

Question 23
Most candidates secured full marks for this question, successfully calculating the answer as 55,500.
However, those who scored 0 or 1 marks usually did so either because they misread ‘county’ in the question
as ‘country’ and therefore calculated the rural numbers only (securing 1 mark only) or else they wrongly
seemed to think that the number of children calculated needed to be subtracted from the number of adults,
(securing 0 marks).

Examiner Comments
The answer (55,500) is correct and the working is clearly shown, so 2 marks
are awarded.

Examiner Comments
Candidate has calculated population in rural area only (may have misread ‘county’ for
‘country’) so 1 mark was awarded - as in bottom bullet point of mark scheme.
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Examiner Comments
The candidate has incorrectly deducted the number of children from the
number of adults in each category, so no marks could be awarded.

Question 24
Essentially this question required candidates to recognise that 19,500 over 65s live in the rural areas and
only 3,000 in the urban areas, so the difference is 16,500; most answers were able either to secure full marks
or to be awarded at least one mark for recognising that one total (even if incorrectly calculated) had to be
subtracted from the other total.

Examiner Comments
3 marks for correct answer.
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Examiner Comments
Candidate calculates the number of elderly in urban area (3,000) correctly (1 mark) but
not the number in rural areas. The answer recognises that the urban ﬁgure needs to be
subtracted from rural ﬁgure (1 ‘method’ mark). So 2 marks were awarded overall.

Examiner Comments
Calculations of both rural and urban elderly are wrong but candidate does recognise
need to subtract urban from rural, so 1 ‘method’ mark was be awarded.
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Question 25
Candidates mostly did well in discussing any two of the differences between rural and urban areas shown
in Source 1. Many discussed the high proportion of the population aged over 65 in rural areas compared
to a much lower proportion in the towns but usually only the stronger candidates recognised that this
was because so many younger adults brought up in rural areas moved to urban areas to gain housing,
employment and schools conveniently situated for their children. Examiners welcomed the variety of
interpretations offered by candidates, as long as these were ﬁrmly based on reality.

Examiner Comments
The ﬁrst bullet point echoes in simple terms with little or no development an issue raised in the
mark scheme (people retiring for a quieter life in the countryside) (1 mark). The second bullet
point (‘rural’ types of work mostly done by people living in the countryside) is worth 2 marks. If
the answer had ended with ‘rural areas’ in line 4, 1 mark would have been appropriate but the two
lines that follow justify the second mark. Communication isn’t perfect but it is clear enough to be
understood - 2 marks
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Examiner Comments
The answer identiﬁes important differences - proportions of children and of the elderly
- as distributed between urban and rural areas, but the reasons offered are implausible
and match nothing in the mark scheme. 0 marks awarded. The communication matches
all the criteria relating to the awarding of 2 marks. Although the reasons given are
implausible, the candidate does attempt to deal with differences between urban and
rural living and is therefore ‘mainly relevant’.
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Question 26
Stronger candidates produced excellent responses to this question, often explaining that travel was now
easier thanks to high performance cars and improved public transport, so more and more people lived
further from their workplace often enjoying employment in an urban area and family living in the suburbs
or the countryside. Some weaker candidates scored badly because they seemed to think that ‘commuting’
was either about immigration or else some form of communication. Others, who may or may not have
understood the term, failed to mention speciﬁcally how the points they made directly related to travelling
to work, so were limited to gaining a maximum of half marks.

Examiner Comments
This answer gained full marks - 2 marks for public transport has improved/easier to travel to
work on train or bus, 1 mark for saying there are more people with skills/qualiﬁcations so people
are forced to look further aﬁeld for work and 1 mark for mentioning improved roads/motorway
infrastructure . . . travelling on daily basis.
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Examiner Comments
It would be impossible to know this answer was about commuting without looking at
the question itself. If there had been a clear reference to commuting or going to work
(see second bullet point on mark scheme) this answer would have gained 4 marks.
However, since there is no such reference, the maximum mark available was 2.
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Question 27
This seemingly simple question appeared to cause candidates considerable difﬁculty either because they
quoted a statement that did not come from the speciﬁed lines 1-5 or because may have included a fact as
well as an opinion (when the question asked for opinion only) or because the explanation offered for their
choice of opinion did not match the clear and explicit points in the mark scheme sufﬁciently closely. Even
where an appropriate example had been chosen, candidates did need to offer reasons such as
•

it cannot be veriﬁed/proved

•

not everyone would agree

•

personal views

•

it represents a value judgement

•

no factual evidence produced

Examiner Comments
The opinion is acceptable and so is the reason (‘not everyone may
think the same’) so 1 mark can be awarded

Examiner Comments
‘Trevor Phillips recently warned’ is factual so the phrase selected is unacceptable.
The explanation matches bullet point 3 in the mark scheme so 1 mark could have
been awarded if the ‘opinion’ had been correctly selected. Total 0 marks.
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Question 28(a)
Many candidates did not score the mark linked to this question either because their answer simply repeated
the question, adding little or nothing, or because their answer was so muddled as to demonstrate their
uncertainty or confusion.

Examiner Comments
1 mark was awarded for the idea of’ ‘right or wrong’

Examiner Comments
Answer effectively repeats the question without adding an
answer, so no mark could be awarded.
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Question 28(b)
Only half the candidates correctly recognised the ‘it has to be wrong...’ statement in line 15 of Source 2 as
the correct answer.

Examiner Comments
Candidate correctly identiﬁes the ‘It has to be wrong...’
statement, so 1 mark was awarded.

Question 29(a)
Slightly fewer than half the candidates identiﬁed Statement 1 as directly contradicting the view of the
writer.

Examiner Comments
This candidate could have saved valuable time by simply
writing ‘Statement 1’ as her or his answer.

Question 29(b)
Slightly more than half the candidates identiﬁed Statement 3 as directly supporting the view of the writer.
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Question 30
On most papers there is a question about evidence and arguments and, perhaps, how well a writer
has justiﬁed a particular conclusion - and on this paper Question 30 is just such a question. Most, but
unfortunately on this occasion not all, candidates realised they needed to focus on the way in which facts
and opinions have been used, the strength and relevance of evidence, the quality of inductive or deductive
or other forms of argument - eg arguments by analogy, arguments from cause or authority. Where answers
engage with the writer’s arguments and argue ‘for’ or ‘against’ a particular conclusion they tend to miss
the point of the question and achieve few if any AO3 marks. Typically examiners assess answers to these
‘evidence and arguments’ questions by asking themselves a number of questions such as
•

Does the candidate refer to identiﬁed (but not necessarily quoted) evidence?

•

Does the candidate subject the evidence to albeit limited critical scrutiny?

•

Does the answer distinguish between fact and opinion or recognising bias or problems of stereotyping?

•

Does the candidate refer to the strength or weakness of arguments used?

•

Is an overall objective assessment made of the sufﬁciency of the evidence and arguments presented?
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Examiner Comments
The candidate believes there is little evidence and much subjectivity in the passage (2 marks for 1st
and 2nd questions). He gains the mark from the 4th question with his references to argument from
authority and ‘too many assertions’ (but the reference to argument from analogy doesn’t work). The
5th question (overall assessment) is in fact consistently pursued throughout the answer - so overall 4
marks were awarded. In terms of communication, the candidate’s points are clear and well structured,
so 3 marks could be awarded.
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Examiner Comments
This is a fairly general answer. The candidate does refer to the evidence (ﬁrst q) and offers some
scrutiny (second q) and comments on arguments (fourth q). The answer does not adequately answer
questions 3 and 5 so 3 marks only can be awarded.
Communication isn’t perfect but it is certainly acceptable (2 marks) so 3+2 was the appropriate mark.
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Question 31
While weaker candidates tended to focus on the particular case of censorship involving Wikipedia and
Amazon (and often largely ignored the question), stronger candidates recognised that the question asked
was much broader and that the information about Wikipedia simply provided them with context or a
starting point. The question carried 20 marks, of which 8 could be allocated for AO1 (knowledge and
understanding), another 8 for AO2 (selecting, interpreting, integrating and evaluating) and a ﬁnal 4 for AO4
(communication). Often a basic AO1 statement in an answer is added to by an ‘interpretation or evaluation’
AO2 statement. Many candidates achieved good results on this question using and developing the kinds of
points explored in the Student Book(pp78-79).
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Examiner Comments
The answer starts by supporting the idea of censorship to protect the young (1 - AO2) says that culture
makes us what we are (1 - AO1) but says that for over 18s censorship cannot be justiﬁed (1 - AO2)
since we should ‘decide for ourselves’ (1 - AO2). The answer then moves to discuss political censorship
asking ‘why should the people we elect...blind us... don’t we have the right to see the whole picture?’ (1
- AO2). The answer then points to the case for political censorship - withholding information to prevent
hysteria/panic (1 - AO1) but shows how this could be foolhardy (1- AO2). In terms of social censorship,
the answer says speculatively that withholding information (eg about famine in Ethiopia) could have
meant that good works by Bob Geldof and others would not have happened (1 - AO1) and that any
censorship of such matters would be unjustiﬁed (1 - AO2). This view is contrasted by the need to protect
the public from terrorists or religious extremists (1 - AO1) for the greater good. Censoring smoking
advertisements is also seen as promoting good (1-AO1); the answer then goes right to the bottom of
the page to distinguish between a decision being ‘just’ and ‘right’ (1 - AO2). Communication is clear and 4
marks were awarded.
AO1 - 5, AO2 - 7, AO4 – 4=16 marks awarded
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Examiner Comments
The second paragraph sees censorship as a means of combating racial hate material (1 - AO1) followed
by a justiﬁcation for Wikipedia being censored (1 - AO2). The third paragraph discusses targeted
censorship and unchecked postings (1 - AO2). The fourth paragraph suggests censorship must be fair to
all (1 - AO1) and suggests that parties need to treat censorship the same for all (1 - AO2). The tension
between censorship and free speech is considered (1 - AO2) in the ﬁnal paragraph. Communication is
reasonably clear, so 3 marks could be awarded.
AO1 - 3, AO2 - 3, AO4 – 3=9 marks awarded
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Question 32
Weaker candidates tended to focus mainly on the issue of a third runway at Heathrow while stronger
candidates recognised that this was simply a starting point or context for a broader answer on democracy.
Some of the better answers developed the kinds of points set out in the Student Book (pp92-95). This
question is marked in the same way as Question 31 and in many ways the outcomes were broadly similar.
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Examiner Comments
Paragraph 1 sees pressure groups and opinion polls as barometers of opinion - but too much notice given
to them might undermine representative democracy (1 - AO1, 1 - AO2). Although pressure groups do
give people a say and help to promote ideas, groups such as Greenpeace and the CBI are powerful - if
their wishes are heeded this may be at the expense of others - eg the CBI opposed the introduction of the
minimum wage (2 - AO1, 2 - AO2). This means although pressure groups are helpful to government and
should be listened to, decision-makers must be on the lookout for balance (2 - AO2). Opinion polls are
similarly useful but paying too much attention to them could suggest a switch to direct democracy
(2 - AO1), particularly if this meant opinion polls were treated as voter initiatives in California or referenda
(2 - AO2). In the ﬁnal paragraph the candidate recognises that opinion polls reveal support for death
penalty, limitations on Muslim dress or children being ‘seen and not heard’ (2 - AO1). If groups and polls
have too much inﬂuence, decision-making can become incoherent or unfair to some if special interests win
the day (1 - AO1, 1 - AO2). Communication is good so 4 marks were awarded. Where 2 marks are indicated
above (eg 2 - AO2) for AO1 or AO2, this is because two distinct markworthy points were awarded for that
part of the answer.
AO1 - 8, AO2 - 8, AO4 – 4=20 marks awarded
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Examiner Comments
Paying attention to groups and polls is seen as being democratic (1 - AO1). Groups and polls help to keep
decision-makers informed, help to promote majority rule and may lead to utilitarianism in the sense
of ‘greatest happiness to greatest number’ (1 - AO1, 1 - AO2). The paragraph at the top of the second
page adds nothing. The idea that if all views are not taken into account, it could be claimed we live in a
dictatorship is interesting, setting up a ‘democracy v dictatorship’ tension (1 - AO2). But it is seen that
polls or group inﬂuence can involve promoting extremist views (1 - AO2). The conclusion is that poll and
groups should have an inﬂuence ‘but not necessarily a big one’ (1 - AO2). Communication is mostly clear
so 3 marks were be awarded.
AO1 - 2, AO2 - 4, AO4 - 3=9 marks awarded
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Appendix A: Statistics
6GS01/01: Challenges for Society
Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Raw boundary mark

90

55

49

43

38

33

Uniform boundary mark

100

80

70

60

50

40

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Raw boundary mark

90

63

56

49

42

35

Uniform boundary mark

100

80

70

60

50

40

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Raw boundary mark

90

58

53

49

45

41

Uniform boundary mark

100

80

70

60

50

40

6GS02/01: The Individual in Society
Grade

6GS03/01 Change and Progress
Grade

Maximum Mark (Raw): the mark corresponding to the sum total of the marks shown on the mark scheme.
Boundary Mark: the minimum mark required by a candidate to qualify for a given grade.
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